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Abstract — Based on the interlanguage corpus, this paper determines 78 groups of cross-class confusable words by the learners 
with different backgrounds of native language, distinguishes the common word confusion and specific word confusion of the 
learners with English, Japanese, Korean, Indonesia and Mongol background. It reveals the main influence factors of cross-class 
confusion by learners with different backgrounds on the basis of analyzing its part of speech, structural relationship and semantic 
relation. These include: i) the cross-class confusion of common words by the learners with multiple backgrounds of native language 
being mainly due to the interference of same morphemes and the influence of semantic correlation, ii) while the cross-class 
confusion of specific words by the learners with different backgrounds of native language is mainly due to the wrong inference to 
the meaning of native language and the interference by cognate of native language. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the Chinese interlanguage corpus of second language 
learners, we have found some special malapropism 
phenomena, for example: 

1) My sister said that if that person can regret in front of 
her, she can consider. (Regret adj. ‐ Apologize v) 

2) Besides, I have never seen or heard that the 
contradiction has occurred in the married life of him and my 
mother. (Marry v ‐ Marriage n) 

3) heard that the real result of “chemical pollution” is still 
unknown, so it is supposedly. (Supposedly adv ‐Horrible 
adj.) 

In the above error examples, the misused words and 
words that should be used respectively belong to the 
different parts of speech, and we call such confusion 
phenomena as “words cross-class confusion”. The words 
cross-class confusion is the special phenomena in the 
vocabulary learning of learner with Chinese as the second 
language (CSL), of which the degree of biased error is 
prominent. According to the statistics by this paper, the 1700 
Groups of Frequently Used Chinese Synonyms compiled by 
Yang Jizhou and Jia Yongfen has collected 413 pairs of 
cross-class confusable words which occupies 24.3% in the 
total number of words. However, such error type with large 
proportion in the error of words and expressions does not 
attract the extensive attention of the academic circle. On the 
achievements that can be searched by us, at the present, the 
words cross-class confusion are only involved when Xiao 
Pin (2008), Saren Qiqige (2008) and Shen Minjing (2011) 
respectively research the confusable words by the learner of 
Chinese language with Indonesian, Mongolian and Korean 
background, while only Xiao Pin (2008) has made the 
special research on the reason for the phenomena of word 
cross-class confusion by the learner with Indonesian 
background. 

II. DETERMINATION OF CROSS-CLASS 

CONFUSABLE WORDS 

The cross-class confusable words researched by this 
paper have two sources: firstly, the cross-class confusable 
words by the learners with Indonesian, Mongolian and 
Korean backgrounds respectively determined in Xiao Pin 
(2008), Saren Qiqige (2008) and Shen Minjing (2011); 
secondly, the cross-class confusable words involved in the 
Chinese confusable words of the learners with English, 
Japanese, Korean, Indonesian and Mongolian backgrounds 
determined by the research group of “research on distribution 
characteristics and cause of word confusion by the learners 
of Chinese language with different backgrounds of native 
language” in Beijing Language and Culture University. We 
compare these words and expressions and carry out the 
verification in the corpus. 

The interlanguage corpuses that support the research are: 
(1) HSK Dynamic Composition Corpus (4.24 million 

characters), hosted by Professor Cui Xiliang of Beijing 
Language and Culture University 

(2) Chinese Interlanguage Corpus (2 million characters) 
by Beijing Language and Culture University. 

(3) Chinese interlanguage corpus (464,788 characters) of 
Indonesian students, collected by Doctor Xiao Pin of 
Indonesia Maranatha Christian University in the local 
Indonesia 

(4) Chinese interlanguage corpus (33,998 characters) of 
Mongolian students, collected by Doctor Saren Qiqige of 
Mongolia Ulaanbaatar State University 

After verification, totally 78 groups of cross-class 
confusable words are gotten in this paper. 
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III. DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTIC OF WORD 

CROSS-CLASS CONFUSION BY LEARNERS WITH 

DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS OF NATIVE 

LANGUAGE 

A.  Distribution of Native Language Background of Word 
Cross-class Confusion 

According to the actual condition for the misuse of 78 
groups of cross-class confusable words in the interlanguage 
corpus, this paper distinguishes the common words cross-
class confusion of the learners with multiple background of 
native language and the specific words cross-class confusion 
of the learners with specific background of native language. 
If a group of confusable words appears in the corpus of 
learners with two or more than two kinds of native language 
backgrounds, we determine it as the common confusable 
words of the learners with multiple backgrounds of native 
language. Such as “must ‐ indispensably”, which are often 
mixed up by the learners with English, Japanese, Indonesian 
and Mongolian backgrounds, then, “must ‐ indispensably” 

is one group of common confusable words of the learners 
with multiple backgrounds of native language. The specific 
confusable words refer to the words confusable to the 
learners with one background of native language, while it is 
not confusable to the learners with other backgrounds of 
native language. Such as “care ‐  love”, “delicious ‐ 
delicacy” and “delicious ‐ taste”, which is only confusable 
to the learners with Mongolian background, without the 
condition of confusion by the learners with other background 
of native language, then, those three groups of words are the 
specific confusable words of the learner with Mongolian 
learners. In accordance with the above standards, we 
reclassify the determined 78 groups of cross-class confusable 
words, while the concrete condition is as follows Table 1. 

B. Distribution of Speech Parts of Words Cross-class 
Confusion 

We will observe the distribution of those 78 groups of 
cross-class confusable words from the angle of speech parts 
below Table 2. 

TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF NATIVE LANGUAGE BACKGROUND OF WORD CROSS-CLASS CONFUSION 

 Commonality 
Specificity 

English Japanese South Korea Indonesian Mongolian 

Number of group 23 8 6 8 15 18 

Proportion (%) 29.5 10.3 7.7 10.3 19.2 23.1 

Total 23 55 

TABLE 2. DISTRIBUTION OF SPEECH PARTS OF WORDS CROSS-CLASS CONFUSION 

Parts of speech Group number of confusable 
words Proportion (%) Examples of confusable words 

Verb ‐ adjective 17 21.8 Reassure‐relieved; developed‐develop; uneasy‐worry 

Noun ‐ verb 16 20.5 Hobby‐like; express‐expression; be born‐birthday 

Noun ‐ adjective 12 15.4 Entire‐all; delicious‐delicacy; friendly‐friendship 

Adjective ‐ adverb 9 11.5 Indispensably‐necessary; sufficient‐fully; horrible‐
supposedly 

Adverb‐ pronoun 5 6.4 Each other‐one another; any‐at will; respectively‐each 

Adverb‐ verb 4 5.1 Indispensably‐must; respectively‐separate; repeatedly‐
repeat 

Noun ‐ quantifier 4 5.1 O’clock‐hour; o’clock‐time; o’clock‐hour 

Noun ‐ pronoun 3 3.8 Other people‐other‐others; oneself‐self‐ego 

Noun ‐ adverb 2 2.6 Final‐finally; all‐in total 

Conjunction‐ adverb 2 2.6 Instead‐opposite; merely‐only 

Conjunction‐auxiliary verb 1 1.3 And‐also 

Conjunction‐noun 1 1.3 Then‐afterwards‐later 

Noun ‐ numeral 1 1.3 Number‐several 

Adjective‐pronoun 1 1.3 Any‐own 
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TABLE 3. DISTRIBUTION OF STRUCTURE TYPE OF WORDS CROSS-CLASS CONFUSION 

 

Words containing the same morphemes 

Mono-morphemic words 
and the compound words 

constructed by them 

Compound words 
containing one same 

morpheme

Inverse morphemes word 
pairs Total Proportion 

(%) 

Commonality 2 13 1 16 72.7 

English 0 3 0 3 37.5 

Japanese 1 5 0 6 100 

Korean 1 7 0 8 100 

Indonesian 1 5 0 6 40 

Mongolian 3 6 0 9 50 

Grand total 8 39 1 48 61.5 

TABLE 4. DISTRIBUTION OF SEMANTIC RELATION OF WORDS CROSS-CLASS CONFUSION BY THE LEARNERS WITH DIFFERENT 

BACKGROUNDS OF NATIVE LANGUAGE 

 

Semantic relativity 
Semantic independence 

Synonym or near-synonym relation Containing the same semantic element 

Number of word 
groups Proportion Number of word 

groups Proportion Number of word 
groups Proportion 

Commonality 5 21.7 17 73.9 1 4.3 

English 0 0 6 75 2 25 

Japanese 3 50 3 50 0 0 

Korean 3 37.5 4 50 1 12.5 

Indonesian 1 6.7 12 80 2 13.3 

Mongolian 2 11.1 16 88.9 0 0 

Grand total 
14 17.9 58 74.4 

6 7.7 
72(93.3) 

 
From the Table 2, it can be found that, the distribution 

condition for the speech parts of the words cross-class 
confusion by the learners with different backgrounds of 
native language, which totally is in 14 types. There is the 
great disparity in the quantity of these 14 types, of which 
what relatively concentrated is the mixed use among the 
noun, verb and adjective. Overall, there are 9 groups of 
confusions in the subjective words and 30 groups in the 
predicate words, while 39 groups between the subjective and 
predicate words. 

C. Distribution of Structure Type of Words Cross-class 
Confusion 

Here, we will observe the structure type of words cross-
class confusion by the learners with different backgrounds of 
native language from the angle whether the same morpheme 
is contained, which is divided into three small classes: the 
mono-morphemic words and the compound words 
constructed by them, such as “min.‐minute”, “person‐
other” and “love‐lovely”; the compound words containing 
one same morpheme, such as “developed ‐ develop”, 
“must‐necessary” and “repeatedly‐ repeat”; the inverse 
morphemes word pairs that have the same morphemes and 
the different orders, such as “appropriate‐suit”. See the 
following table for the concrete condition. 

D. Distribution of Semantic Relation of Words Cross-class 
Confusion 

For the words that are confusable to the second language 
learners, there is the synonymy or near-synonymy relation in 
some of these words, while the semantic relation of some 
words is much far from each other. Then, observing from the 
far and close degree of the semantic relation, what features 
does the words cross-class confusion have? This paper 
searches these 78 groups of confusable words in two 
relatively representative Chinese synonym dictionaries and 
two Chinese near-synonym dictionaries specific to the 
second language learners: if one group of words is collected 
in any one of these four dictionaries, then, this group of 
words is regarded as that this group of words semantically 
has the synonym or near-synonym relation. For those that 
have not been collected, we will clarify them in accordance 
with whether they have the same semantic elements. The 
main basis to judge whether has the same semantic elements 
is the Modern Chinese Dictionary (Edition 6) (hereinafter 
refers to the Modern Chinese). For example, the Indonesian 
students usually misuse the “treasure” when using the 
“valuable”. 

4) This is a quite treasure thing, you may not move. 
(Treasure n‐Valuable adj.) 
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The paraphrases to the “treasure” and “valuable” by the 
Modern Chinese are as follows: 

Treasure] n the rare thing 
 [Valuable] adj. precious; shall be paid attention. 
According to the paraphrase by the Modern Chinese, we 

describe the semantic structural formulas of these two words 
as: 

Treasure: [Precious] + [thing] 
Valuable: [Precious] 
It can be found that, the “treasure” and “valuable” have 

the same semantic element “precious”. From these two steps, 
we count these 78 groups of cross-class confusable words in 
accordance with the far and close degree of semantic relation 
as follows Table 4. 

IV. CAUSE FOR WORDS CROSS-CLASS 

CONFUSION OF THE LEARNERS WITH DIFFERENT 

BACKGROUNDS OF NATIVE LANGUAGE 

A. Cause for Cross-class Confusion of Common Words by 
the Learner with Multiple Backgrounds of Native 
Language 

The modern Chinese vocabulary takes the dissyllabic 
compound words as the main body, and the monosyllabic 
morpheme as the basic form of Chinese morpheme, with the 
strong word-formation ability. For the interference of the 
same morpheme to the vocabulary learning of the second 
language learners, on the one hand, it is due to that the 
second language learner would carry out the convergent 
understanding on the lexical meaning for the words 
containing the same morpheme. In the Chinese, in addition 
to the simple words with single morpheme, although the 
morpheme meaning is not in accordance with the lexical 
meaning, there still are the certain relations between the 
morpheme meanings and lexical meanings of most of the 
words. Guo Zhiliang (1988) has counted 2,229 synonym 
groups, including 1878 words with common morpheme, 
which occupies 84% of the total number. The powerful 
position of modern Chinese words with the same morpheme 
in the synonyms, as well as the morpheme consciousness 
gradually cultivated during the process of the second 
language learner to learn the Chinese, will make them to use 
many words with the same morpheme that are not correlative 
in the meaning and usage as the synonym by mistake, and 
thus the words cross-class confusion phenomena occurs, 
while it will not occur in the Chinese native speakers. For 
instance, the learners with Korean, Indonesian and 
Mongolian backgrounds usually misuse the adjective 
“difficult” when the noun “difficulty” shall be used: 

5) We cannot only care about our health and shall help 
the people with difficult. Why do they starve all the time? 
(Difficult adj.‐Difficulty n) 

6) For example, for the students, if they thought it is 
difficult, they can not to do the work or exam. However, if 
they have done, their difficult has gone. (Difficult adj.‐
Difficulty n) 

7) It is said that, whether have made good friends or not 
has a relationship with person himself/herself. The reason is 

that, the person is unfair to his/her friends, and he/she treats 
his/her friends without sincere heart, as well as other 
problems. I think, the friends shall understand their friends, 
and shall help their friends when they have difficult. 
(Difficult adj.‐Difficulty n) 

The words with the same morpheme shall have the 
similarity in their word forms. Li Shaolin (2010) thinks that, 
Chinese word form is an important induction factor which 
influences the word understanding of the overseas students, 
while “the words with one same morpheme” is one important 
type. He points out that, “due to the poor discernment of the 
overseas students, with the strong influence of common 
morpheme in the words, the near-synonym quantity affirmed 
by them must be more than that of us.” The great tractive 
effort created by the word form to the cognition and 
understanding of the second language learners on the 
Chinese words, will make the learner to use the words with 
same morphemes which have the common features in the 
word form as the near-synonym, and thus ignore the 
differences of these words in the meaning and usage. 

B. Cause for Cross-class Confusion of Specific Words by 
the Learner with Specific Backgrounds of Native 
Language 

Compared to the words confusion of commonality by the 
learners with different background of native language, for 
the words confusion of specificity by the learners with a 
certain background of native language, its main influence 
factors mainly come from the native languages of the 
learners. To observe the specific cross-class confusable 
words by the learners with English, Japanese, Korean, 
Indonesian and Mongolian backgrounds from the angle of 
native languages of the learners, the influence factors of their 
native languages can be divided into: the wrong inference in 
lexical meaning of native language and conjugate 
interference of native language. 

(1) Wrong inference in lexical meaning of native 
language: The wrong inference in lexical meaning of native 
language refers to that, in the second language learning, after 
knowing that the word A in the target language is 
corresponding to the word A’ in the native language, the 
learner may evolve the meanings that A’ has while A does 
not have to A, and thus causing the words misuse or 
misunderstanding of the target language. Most of the specific 
cross-class confusable words are arising from that the 
learners wrongly evolve other meanings in the polysemantic 
lexical meaning system of the native language to the 
corresponding words of the target language. For example, the 
learners with Indonesian background usually mix the “life” 
and “live”: 

8) If you want the life,you must struggle for it. (Life n‐
Live v) 

9) The pricess and the price live in a happy life. (Live 
v‐Life n) 

The Indonesian corresponding word of “life” is hidup, 
which not only has the sense of noun such as “hidup di kota 
metropolitan (life in the big city)”, also has the sense of verb 
such as “kita juga ingin hidup (we also want to live)”. After 
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learning “life”, the learner will simply make the word in 
corresponding with the hidup, which will evolve the noun 
usage of “hidup” on the “live”, thus the error is created. 

In addition to the wrong meaning inference, the second 
language learner will also wrongly evolve the semantic 
domain with one relatively wide meaning in the native 
language words to the corresponding words in the target 
language. For example, the learners with Mongolian 
background usually misuse the “o’clock” and “hour”: 

10) Today is November 6, 2006. At 11 hour am, my 
sister and I go to the store together for shopping. (Hour n‐
O’clock quantifier) 

According to Saren Qiqige (2008), the Mongolian word 
“uar” has a common meaning “hour, clock time and o’clock”, 
of which the scope of its semantic domain is equivalent to 
the summary of meaning of Chinese words “hour” and 
“o’clock”. Some Mongolian students evolve the relatively 
wide semantic domain of “uar” to the Chinese word, and 
thus will cause the confusion of “o’clock” and “hour”. 

Another example, the learners with English background 
usually mix the “agree‐consistent”: 

11) The opinions of them to the life are almost agree. 
(Agree v‐Consistent adj.) 

12) I rarely communicate with my mother, because some 
of our opinions are agree, but most of them are not agree. 
(Agree v‐Consistent adj.) 

13) Influenced by Chinese traditional culture, the child 
must obey what his/her parents are said; if the thought of 
child is not agree with that of parents, the child shall have to 
respect his/her parents opinions. (Agree v‐Consistent adj.) 

14) However, I need not to agree with them on this 
problem. (Agree v‐Consistent adj.) 

In English, both of which “I agree with your opinion” 
and “I have the consistent opinion with you” can be 
translated to “I agree with you”. As the “Agree” is relatively 
used commonly, after learning the “agree”, the learner may 
wrongly think that the “Agree” has the semantic equivalence 
with agree, then evolve another meaning of agree which is 
“consistent” to the “Agree”, causing the misuse of Agree” 
when the “consistent” shall be used. 

Because the corresponding relation between the native 
language words and target language words is very complex, 
the wrong inference of grammatical meaning or usage may 
follow the wrong meaning inference and wrong inference in 
semantic domain of native language. For instance, the 
Indonesian corresponding word of “fortunately” is untung, 
which can be used as the adverb, equivalent to the Chinese 
word “fortunately”, such as “fortunately, you come” (Untung 
kamu datang); also can be used as the adjective, equivalent 
to the Chinese word “lucky”, such as “the luck is coming” 
(Keberuntungan sudah tiba), and “I am a lucky person” 
(Saya adalah orang yang beruntung). Because “fortunately” 
and “luck” correspond to the same Indonesian word, the 
learner will equate these two words, and thus the following 
errors will be created: 

15) I guess that the most fortunately and shrewd animal 
in the world is human being, because the human has the wise 

brain. With the wise brain, human can think out the 
extraordinary things. (Fortunately adv‐Lucky adj.) 

16) I am fortunately to be born in a good family, of 
which my father has the factory and my mother is a doctor in 
a famous hospital. Both of them care for me. (Fortunately 
adv‐Lucky adj.) 

17) They often take us to swim in the rivulet. I remember 
one time that I nearly to be drowned when swimming, lucky, 
the people around all came to rescue. (Lucky adj. ‐
Fortunately adv) 

18) the rain is heavy today. Lucky, the grandmother 
asked me to take the umbrella in the morning, or I will get 
wet. (Lucky adj.‐Fortunately adv) 

(2) Conjugate interference of native language: Some of 
the specific cross-class confusable words by the learners with 
Indonesian and Mongolian backgrounds are due to the 
interference from the conjugate of native language. The 
Indonesian belongs to the Austronesian family, which has 
the rich morphologic change and represents the tiny 
difference of words with affix. Mongolian, belonging to 
Altaic family, has the relatively complex morphologic 
change of verbs; just in the voice category, it can be divided 
into the active voice, causative voice, passive voice, mutual 
voice, middle voice and multiple voice, most of which need 
to be represented by the formation means attaching with 
affix. Because of the rich morphological changes, there are 
large conjugates both in the Indonesian and Mongolian. The 
interference of conjugate also is the important factor which 
will influence the occurrence of words cross-class confusion 
error. 

For instance, several groups of specific cross-class 
confusable words of the learners with Indonesian 
background: 

19) My see is not good. (See v‐Vision n) 
20) Today I have time to friend you. (Friend n ‐

Accompany v) 
21) My uncle expense me to the university. (Expense n 

‐provide v) 
In the Example (19), the Indonesian corresponding word 

of “see” is “lihat” and the Indonesian corresponding word of 
“vision” is “penglihatan”, of which the “penglihatan” (vision) 
is formed by the verb “lihat” (see) with addition of the table 
prefix “peng” and the table sufix “an”. In the Example (20), 
the Indonesian corresponding word of “friend” is “teman” 
and the Indonesian corresponding word of “accompany” is 
“menemani”, of which the “menemani” is derived from the 
root “teman” (friend) with addition of the prefix “me” which 
represents the active action and the sufix “i”. In the Example 
(21), the “expense” and “provide” repspectively correspond 
to the Indonesian “biaya” and “membiayai”, of which the 
“membiayai” is derived from the root word “biaya”. 

In addition, the “cherish ‐ unfortunately”, “green ‐
afforest” and “sweep‐clean” which is often mixed by the 
learners with Indonesian background, as well as 
“introduction ‐ know”, “ability ‐ competent” and 
“friendship‐friendly” which is often mixed by the learners 
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with Mongolian background, are created due to the influence 
of conjugates of their native languages. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Whether the synonyms must belong to the same part of 
speech, there is the controversy in the linguistic circle of our 
country all the time. There mainly are two kinds of opinions: 
a batch of scholars, Gao Mingkai and Mei Lichong as their 
representatives, think that the precondition to determine the 
synonym is the commonality in the lexical meaning, while 
taking the parts of speech into the account “not only will mix 
the grammatical category with the lexical category, but also 
will exclude many words with different lexical category and 
same or similar meaning out of the synonym scope.” 
However, the scholars, Gao Qingci and Liu Shuxin as their 
representatives think that, the lexical meaning and 
grammatical meaning restrict each other, and the synonyms 
must be divided in accordance with the part of speech. The 
research result of this paper show, there is the common 
words in the lexical meaning, even though they do not 
belong to the same part of speech in the grammar, and the 
CSL learner is also easily to confuse. Besides, compare to 
the description of Mei Lichong to the synonym group with 
different part of speech in the Chinese synonym system ‐ 
“In the Chinese synonym system, it can be thought that, there 
are extremely synonym groups with different parts of speech, 
which are normally limited to the verb and adverb, adjective 
and adverb”. We find that, the cross-class confusable words 
of the learners with different backgrounds of native language 
is much more abundant and complex in the quantity and 
types, which requires us to break through the restriction of 
speech parts in the foreign language teaching, and carry out 
the more pertinent vocabulary teaching on the basis of reality 
of the errors of words and expressions by CSL learner. 
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